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Abstract
An even factor of a graph is a spanning subgraph of G in which all degrees are even, positive integers. In this paper, we
characterize the claw-free graphs having even factors and then prove that the n-iterated line graph Ln(G) of G has an even factor
if and only if every end branch of G has length at most n and every odd branch-bond of G has a branch of length at most n + 1.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
All graphs considered in this paper are simple graphs. For notation and terminologies not defined here, see [8].
A factor of a graph G is a spanning subgraph. An even factor of a graph G is a spanning subgraph of G such that
each vertex has even positive degree. A 2-factor of a graph G is a spanning subgraph such that it has only degree 2.
Petersen obtained a well-known result on the existence of a 2-factor.
Theorem 1 (Petersen [7]). Every 2-edge connected cubic graph has a 2-factor.
Fleischner extended this result to the existence of an even factor.
Theorem 2 (Fleischner [3]). If G is a 2-edge connected graph with δ(G) ≥ 3, then G has an even factor.
Neither of these conditions in Theorem 2 can be weakened (see [6]).
The line graph of G = (V (G), E(G)) has E(G) as its vertex set, and two vertices are adjacent in L(G) if and
only if the corresponding edges are incident with a common vertex in G. The n-iterated line graph Ln(G) is defined
recursively by L0(G) = G and Ln(G) = L(Ln−1(G)).
Recently there has been progress understanding properties of iterated line graphs. Xiong and Liu [11] characterized
the graphs with a hamiltonian n-iterated line graphs, while Ferrara, Gould and Hartke [2] gave a characterization of
the graphs whose n-iterated line graphs have a 2-factor. Some other properties on iterated line graphs have appeared,
such as k-orderability [5] and linkability [1]. In this paper, we will give a characterization of the graphs G such that
Ln(G) has an even factor, which is different from that above as we do not consider the existence of a certain type of
subgraph in G.
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Fig. 1. G0.
A branch is a nontrivial path whose internal vertices have degree 2 and end vertices have degree other than 2. A
branch is called an end branch if it has an end vertex of degree 1. The length of a branch is the number of its edges.
Note that a branch of length 1 has no internal vertex. A set B of branches of G is called a branch cut if the subgraph
of G obtained from G[E(G) \⋃B∈B E(B)] by deleting all internal vertices in any branch of B has more components
than G. A minimal branch cut is called a branch-bond. Let B1(G) be the set of all end branches of G. A branch-bond
is called odd if it has an odd number of branches. Many results related to the concept of branch-bonds have appeared
in the literature; see [4,9,10]. The concept is also central to the main results of this paper.
Theorem 3. Let n be positive integer and G a simple graph that is not a path. Then Ln(G) has an even factor if and
only if
(1) |E(B)| ≤ n for any branch B ∈ B1(G);
(2) every odd branch-bond has a branch of length at most n + 1.
The graph G0 depicted in Fig. 1 is a 2-connected graph such that every odd branch-bond in G0 has a branch of
length 1 but G0 has no even factor. This shows that Theorem 3 does not hold for n = 0, i.e., G = L0(G). This also
shows the condition in Theorem 2 on the minimum degree cannot be weakened even for 2-connected graphs.
Let f (G) (e f (G), respectively) be the minimum integer n such that Ln(G) has a 2-factor (even factor, respectively).
For a graph G that is not a path, f (G) and e f (G) are always defined (see [10]). Let β(G) be the minimum integer n
satisfying both (1) and (2). Then we deduce the following result from Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. Let G be a simple graph that is not a path such that β(G) ≥ 1. Then
e f (G) = β(G).
Li and the author proved the following.
Theorem 5 (Xiong and Li [10]). Let G be a simple graph that is not a path such that β(G) ≥ 2. Then
f (G) = β(G).
From Theorems 4 and 5, we have the following.
Corollary 6. Let G be a simple graph that is not a path such that β(G) ≥ 2. Then
f (G) = e f (G).
Corollary 6 implies the following.
Corollary 7. Let n ≥ 2. Then Ln(G) has an even factor if and only if Ln(G) has a 2-factor.
The graph G00 depicted in Fig. 2 is a graph such that L(G00) has an even factor but no 2-factor. This shows that
Corollary 7 does not hold for n = 1.
In Section 2, we will characterize the claw-free graphs such that they have an even factor. We then use this to prove
Theorem 3 in Section 3.
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Fig. 2. G00.
2. Characterization of claw-free graphs having an even factor
If G has an even factor, then δ(G) ≥ 2 and G has no odd branch-bonds with a shortest branch of length at least 2.
We prove this obvious necessary condition is also sufficient for claw-free graphs. Here a claw-free graph is a graph
without induced subgraph isomorphic to the bipartite graph K1,3.
Theorem 8. Let G be a claw-free graph. Then G has an even factor if and only if δ(G) ≥ 2 and every odd branch-
bond of G contains a branch of length 1.
For subgraphs H ⊂ F , let the interior IntFH = {u ∈ V (H) | dF (u) 6= 1}. A graph is called even if every vertex
has even degree. An even subgraph of a graph is called nontrivial if every component contains at least three vertices.
Note that a graph has an even factor if and only if it has a nontrivial even spanning subgraph.
Proof of Theorem 8. Necessity. An even factor should have minimum degree at least 2 and a graph has no even factor
if it has an odd branch-bond which contains a shortest branch of length at least 2.
Sufficiency. Let G be a graph with δ(G) ≥ 2 in which every odd branch-bond contains a branch of length 1. Then
we have the following fact.
Claim 1. G has a nontrivial even subgraph containing all branches of length at least 2.
Proof of Claim 1. Let C be a nontrivial even subgraph of G such that C contains as many branches of length at
least 2 as possible. Let F = G − V (C), and suppose F contains a branch of G with length at least 2, say P . Since
IntG(P) ⊂ V (F), E(P) ⊂ E(G) \ E(C). Let T be a maximal tree such that P ⊂ T and
every edge of T ∩ C (if nonempty) is in a branch of G with length 1. (2.1)
If we remove all edges and internal vertices of P from T , then two trees T1 and T2 remain. Let B be a branch-bond of
G joining T1 and G − (V (T1) ∪ (IntP (P))) in which P is one of branches.
We choose a branch B of G in B as follows. If B \ P has a branch of G which is edge-disjoint to C , then let B
be the branch. In the case where B \ P has no such branch, B is an odd branch-bond, and so B has a shortest branch
of length 1. We choose the shortest branch as B. Notice that if E(B) ∩ E(C) 6= ∅, then B is a branch of length 1. In
either case, by the maximality of T , B joins T1 and T2, and so T ∪ B contains a cycle D. Then
C ′ = ((C ∪ D) \ E(C ∩ D))− IntC∩D(C ∩ D)
is a nontrivial even subgraph of G. Because P ⊂ C ′ and IntC∩D(C ∩ D) does not contain any vertex of degree 2 by
(2.1), C ′ contains more branches of length at least 2 than C , a contradiction. This completes the proof of Claim 1.
By Claim 1, we can choose a nontrivial even subgraph of G such that
1. C contains all edges in any branch of length other than 1;
2. subject to condition 1, |V (C)| is maximal.
We claim that C is a spanning subgraph of G. First we claim that G − C has no nontrivial even subgraph for
otherwise we will obtain a nontrivial even subgraph containing more vertices after adding a nontrivial component of
G − C . Now it suffices to prove that C contains all vertices of G. We will prove this by contradiction. If possible,
suppose that x ∈ V (G) \ V (C). By Claim 1, dG(x) ≥ 3. Let y1, y2 and y3 be three vertices in NG(x). Since G
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is claw-free, there exists an edge between two of {y1, y2, y3}, say, y1y2 ∈ E(G). We obtain a new nontrivial even
subgraph C ′ from C by replacing y1y2 with y1xy2 if y1y2 ∈ E(C) and by adding the triangle y1y2x otherwise. Note
that C ′ satisfies condition 1. But C ′ contains more vertices than C , a contradiction.
Hence C is an even factor of G. This completes the proof of Theorem 8. 
Theorem 8 shows that Theorem 3 holds for n = 0 and claw-free graphs.
Corollary 9. Let G be a claw-free graph. Then
e f (G) = β(G).
Corollary 10. Every claw-free graph G with δ(G) ≥ 3 has an even factor.
Corollary 10 shows that the conditions of Theorem 2 can be weakened for claw-free graphs.
3. Proof of Theorem 3
We start a useful result.
Lemma 11 (Xiong and Liu [11]). Let P = u1u2 · · · us(s ≥ 3) be a path of G and ei = uiui+1. Then P ∈ B(G) if
and only if P ′ = e1e2 · · · es−1 ∈ B(L(G)).
By Lemma 11, every branch B ∈ B(G) corresponds to a unique branch L(B) of B(L(G)) and every branch B ∈
B(L(G)) corresponds to a unique branch B ′ ∈ B(G); we denote this by L−1(B). Let L(B) = {L(B)|B ∈ B}. Then
L(B) is a branch cut of L(G). For a branch-bond B of L(G), we denote by L−1(B) the branch cut {L−1(B)|B ∈ B}
of G. From Lemma 11, we deduce the following fact.
Lemma 12. Let l ≥ 2 be an integer. Then:
• If B is a branch-bond of G such that it has a shortest branch of length l, then L(B) is a branch-bond of L(G)
such that it has a shortest branch of length l − 1;
• If B is a branch-bond of L(G) such that it has a shortest branch of length l, then L−1(B) is a branch-bond of G
such that it has a shortest branch of length l + 1.
Proof. This can be deduced from Lemma 11 and the fact that a branch cut B of G is a branch-bond of G if and only
if the deletion of both these edges and internal vertices of B produce exactly two components. 
Now we can prove our main result.
Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 12, we have the fact that each odd branch-bond of G has a shortest branch of length
at most n+1 if and only if each odd branch-bond of Ln(G) has a shortest branch of length 1. Thus Theorem 3 follows
from Theorem 8 and the fact that Ln(G) is claw-free for n ≥ 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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